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Chapter 1:
Recovering from the 2020 Retail Slump: Three Strategies for Sales
Growth in 2021

After a tumultuous year in survival mode, 2021 presents an opportunity for retailers to

recover and maximise sales growth. 2020 was a challenging year for retail. Most retailers fell

short from their sales targets and had to adjust their financial guidance. After a year of

grappling with supply chain disruptions, inventory crisis and discounting ruts, the valuable

lessons from 2020 will help retailers chart the path towards sales growth.

However, we are not completely out of the woods yet. Covid-19 still looms in many parts of

the world and vaccine deployment might take time. But with a better understanding of foot

traffic and shopping patterns during peak Covid season versus slow trade during lockdowns,

retailers can approach the following aspects of retail more effectively.

● General retail operations: Get a better grasp on how much to spend on buying

budgets, how to manage a cost-effective supply chain and adapt to rapidly shifting

consumer trends.

● Physical operations: Roll out social distancing measures in stores to uphold SOPs

and avoid distributing the bulk of inventory to Covid-19 hotspots.

● Online operations: Keep central warehouses between online and physical stores to

maintain a fluid inventory, develop flexible marketing campaigns in case of

unexpected lockdowns, scale online capabilities, channel budgets into more digital

touchpoints such as apps and live streams.

Having ramped up these different aspects, businesses can work towards sales growth with

strategies that are relevant to the current consumers and market situation.

How to Optimise Sales Growth in 2021

Here are three focus areas businesses can look at to optimise sales growth in 2021.
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1. Bring Out Carryover inventory

When Covid-19 hit last Spring, a lot of seasonal inventory never made it to the shelves due

to the first round of lockdowns. Travel restrictions and factory shutdowns led to delays in

both production and shipment from other countries. This narrowed the trading window and

left retailers with tons of backed inventory that they could not sell in time

Deep discounts were commonplace at this time to offload seasonal stock but many

companies also opted to store the products for future Spring collections.

Retailers should integrate the carryover inventory into their buying budgets and spread the

stocks out across several launches. Not only will this strategy prevent overstocking, but

retailers can also understand the product attributes driving sell-out before planning their next

buy. Avoid discounts and market products as new by refreshing descriptions and promotional

visuals. Additionally, err on the side of caution by avoiding restocks until sell-out is proven.

2. Repricing
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The economic downturn amid the pandemic severely impacted consumer spending, many

only purchasing essential items. To appease consumers with tighter budgets, retailers

should consider repricing their products to align with current market sentiments. Many

retailers registered a drop in median prices last year, particularly in the first half when

Covid-19 was at its worst.

Median prices and price spread for Zara, Asos and Zalando from January to July 2020.

Source: Omnilytics

Median prices and price spread for Zara, Asos and Zalando from July to December 2020.

Source: Omnilytics

Zara had the biggest change in pricing of the three prominent retailers, lowering its median

price by 10%. Should another wave of Covid-19 occur, retailers conduct another round of

repricing. Retailers often associate bringing prices down with automatic loss in profits but

that is not always the case. For instance, Zara was able to improve their sell-out

performance after repricing in the first half of 2020.
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The retailer enjoyed strong sell-out across most price brackets after lowering its median

price. As the retail situation improved by July, Zara increased prices again but was able to

sustain high sell-outs.

Zara’s price breakdown with sell-out rate from January to July 2020. Source: Omnilytics

However, Omnilytics data discovered that there are opportunities in the below $40 and

above $70 price range that the retailer has yet to capitalise on. When repricing, it is crucial to

understand the market demand in order to maximise margins with the right prices and not

miss out on opportunities.
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3. Align with spring key trends

To launch a best-selling assortment, retailers must align with popular spring trends. The

increase of remote working and video conferencing amid lockdowns has given rise to

waist-up fashion. From the runway to the high street, Zoom trends are all the rage and

consumers are demanding for it more than ever.

At the Spring/Summer 2021 runway season, the styling for fashion shows, both virtual and

not, placed a huge emphasis on waist-up pieces. Many runway ensembles featured

voluminous sleeves, neckline details, graphic logos and statement accessories to fit the

focus on our upper half that is still prevalent in several regions.

Another trend influenced by the pandemic is escapism, born out of cabin fever that many of

us experienced over months of isolation. Escapism was a focal theme of major fashion

houses like Saint Laurent, which hosted its show in the desert, while Gucci and Jacquemes

presented their collections on open fields. That said, retailers can expect varying degrees of

trend adoption in Europe and the US. While Europe is more open to escapism and bold

fashion, the US is content to stick with comfort wear for the time being.
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Trend performance for fashion categories in the US & UK. Source: Omnilytics

Monitoring trends and validating their performance is the key to minimising risk in the

upcoming season. Retailers should bet on trending categories that are in line with Zoom

trends like accessories, jewellery and activewear. However, these trends are bound to

change as the Covid situation evolves throughout the year. Constantly monitoring trends’

progression over time is essential to quickly spot and act on opportunities.

Key Takeaway

As the pandemic situation remains uncertain, this leaves businesses with less room for error

when expanding market share and achieving sales growth. That said, the quickest path to

retailers’ sales target is that using data analytics and aligning with your main goal can go a

long way. Over the next few weeks, we’ll dive deeper into the strategies and best practices

retailers can take to optimise sales growth, from pricing to trend forecasting backed with data

insights. Stay tuned for more.
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Chapter 2:
Ways to Optimise Retail Inventory and Overcome Excess Stock

The threat of a retail inventory crisis still looms over the industry as no one can say for

certain when the Covid-19 pandemic will end. For many, excess stock has been an issue

since last year, when retailers had exceeding amounts of products while demand

plummeted. The supply chain crisis also left Spring inventory stuck in production or at

warehouses, depleting brands’ sales and hurting their bottom lines. Excess stock from

Spring/Summer 2020 is estimated to be worth €140 billion to €160 billion worldwide.

Most of us are still walking on eggshells, tethering on the razor-thin line between adequate

inventory levels and the current demand. In a crisis climate, the conservative approach is

best at limiting losses. Carryover inventory from last spring need not go to waste now that

the opportunity to launch them as new products while minimising overstock risk is here.

Due to the cyclical nature of trends, most spring products from last year are still relevant in

2021 depending on the stages of the trend cycle. Retailers can better prepare for launches

by monitoring the market for emerging or diminishing trends. This way, backed retail

inventory can be spread out across several launches as demand increases. Not only can

retailers avoid overstocking, they can also save on buying capital and improve their bottom

lines.

Apart from excess retail inventory, aged stock leaves retailers liable to reduced margins.

Staying on top of problem areas within the inventory will be crucial to address risks before it

is too late.

Constantly Monitor Retail Inventory

In order to act quickly, retailers need full visibility on the inventory segmented by age to spot

issues before they get out of hand. Being able to swiftly examine the current stock leaves

less room for errors and a comprehensive analytics platform like Omnilytics fits the bill.

Additionally, a wider view of the market allows retailers to compare against their competitors

and understand their strengths and weaknesses.
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Ageing analysis of Zara and H&M. Source: Omnilytics

Compared against H&M, Zara has healthier stock levels as most of its products are

concentrated in the 1-30 days range. Ideally, the amount of product diminishes with each

ageing bracket. However, the fast fashion giant has more products aged over 120 days than

its main competitor. The general rule of thumb for fast fashion is to sell products within 60 to

90 days. Anything over 90 days should be dealt with immediately as they lose value each

day.

Zara’s product ageing by category. Source: Omnilytics

There are two factors that indicate poor category performance, sell-out rate and product

ageing. Analysing Zara’s product ageing by category, dresses make up its core collection but

registers a lower sell-out rate than others. The concentration of new products against the

aged stock is also off-balance, as there are more SKUs over 120 days old than there are in

the 1-30 days ageing bracket. This is a clear example of a red flag within a retail inventory

and indicates that immediate action is required to stabilise it.
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Deploy Smart Discounting

To accurately spot slow-sellers, a high-level overview is insufficient. Retailers must dig

deeper to at least by subcategory if not at SKU level to identify patterns in poor performing

products.

Zara’s product ageing by subcategory. Source: Omnilytics

Retailers can identify the direst subcategory with the same method used to spot a risky

category, by observing the sell-out rate and product ageing. In this example, shift dresses

can be deduced as a high-priority subcategory as most of the products have been trading for

over 120 days with low sell-out. When products are segmented by ageing, retailers can

easily determine where they fall on the staggered markdown cycle.

Sequence of Execution Depth of Markdown

Promotional 10-25% off (usually a temporary markdown over tactical
promotion)

1st markdown 30% off
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2nd markdown 50% off

3rd markdown 60-70% off

4th markdown 80% off or Value Buy price point

Markdown cycle of items following the staggered markdown method.

In a staggered markdown approach, the depth and timing of markdowns are determined by

the length of time the products have been in stock. Selling inventories that are 3-4 months

old at full price is best to maximise profit. Anything that exceeds that timeframe should be

discounted at increasing depth intervals until stocks are cleared.

Zara slow-sellers under shift dresses. Source: Omnilytics

A granular analysis of slow-movers provides insights to carry into the next season planning

or to inform dynamic pricing strategies. Data-driven Zalora prides itself in its algorithms

derived from retail data that helps the e-tailer determine when products need to be

discounted and at what rate according to the current demand. Downtrending categories and

stagnant sell-out rates are some of the key indicators that retailers must pay attention to in

demand-led smart discounting..

Back Markdowns with Creative Promotions

Discounts are not likely to fulfil its purpose of driving sales with minimal exposure and

promotion. Investing in creative promotions to boost conversions is a more cost-effective

way of maintaining healthy retail inventory levels than deep discounts and new launches.

Limited time offers are an effective way to encourage purchases while limiting the loss of

margin. The time crunch pressures consumers to buy the items they want while promoting

different items during each cycle allows retailers to determine the best-selling product

attributes for better targeting.
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Another promotional tactic that is often used to clear stocks is curated edits revolving around

themes like back to school or stay at home. In the new year, consumers are revisiting their

resolutions that include fitness goals. This signals an opportunity for retailers to leverage

with fitness edits.

Boohoo activewear edit. Source: Boohoo

Boohoo was quick to jump on the opportunity by pairing its activewear edit with compelling

messaging to drive conversions, touching on relevant events like home workouts and the

new year. The right messaging and images can greatly influence purchase decisions.

Boohoo took this a step further by optimising its website with creative visual merchandising.
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Boohoo visual merchandising. Source: Boohoo

The power of visual merchandising should not be underestimated, especially on

e-commerce sites. Displaying product images according to well-planned themes captivates

consumers and encourages them to stay longer on the website. The longer the view page

duration, the more likely are consumers to purchase products. Boohoo’s creative use of

colour coordination for each row of products on its website sets itself apart from other brands

and creates a memorable experience for its customers.

Key Takeaways

Excess retail inventory is inevitable but how you pre-empt and manage stock movement has

a huge impact on your bottom line.

Monitoring inventory levels consistently provides retailers with some leeway for action and

having access to real-time data enables that. Advanced analytics gives detailed insights on

individual product demand and localised seasonality, which allows businesses to be

proactive and move excess stock with markdown activities.

With complete visualisation and some elbow room, retailers can effectively plan their next

steps and prevent losses.
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Chapter 3:
Building a Competitive Pricing Strategy with Just Two Steps

To build a competitive pricing strategy in the current climate, retailers have to prioritise value

over margins. The latter is central to the fixed markup pricing mechanism, which aims to

boost profit by multiplying the cost of goods at a predetermined rate to determine the selling

price. It is a simple and straightforward solution, especially when there is a lack of visibility

on demand to optimise prices.

In an increasingly competitive retail landscape, retailers have found new ways to drive

conversions than fixed markups. As more retailers gain access to in-depth insights to inform

pricing, the fixed markup method handicaps those that still abide by it. Underpricing and

overpricing resulted in the incessant cycle of markdowns that eat into profits. Retailers must

approach prices with demand in mind instead of just margins to level with competitors.

How to Establish Competitive Pricing?

Unoptimised pricing not only hurts profit margins but prices that do not reflect consumer

demand can damage brand equity. It’s more critical than ever to deliver pricing that is driven

by customers’ perceived value.

#1 Adopt the ‘Good-Better-Best’ Pricing Ladder

To establish a competitive pricing strategy, fashion retailers should highlight distinct values in

their products with the ‘good-better-best’ pricing ladder. With this approach, prices are set in

tiers based on the perceived value of an item – higher prices are reserved for products with

better attributes. Not only are profit margins more accurately ascribed to products with this

method, but it also helps retailers meet consumer expectations and drive conversions.

The ‘good-better-best’ pricing ladder is mapped against three tiers of fashionability.

1. Core (Good)

2. Fashion (Better)

3. High fashion (Best)
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With this strategy, product prices reflect their perceived value. Core items, like t-shirts or

plain cami tops, are priced lower while more elaborate blouses and shirts fall under the

‘better’ or ‘best’ category. The higher the product’s fashionability, the higher its perceived

value and price.

To implement this competitive pricing strategy, it helps to first look at your main competitors’

assortments broken down by price. This will help you understand two things – the

fashionability criteria for each pricing tier and what consumers are willing to pay for them at

full price. Go as granular as possible, at least to the category level to spot optimisation

opportunities.

H&M and Pull & Bear price breakdown. Source: Omnilytics

The above chart shows H&M and Pull & Bear’s tops assortment segmented by price. From

this viewpoint, identifying the price brackets for each tier in the ‘good-better-best’ ladder is

straightforward.
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Good

H&M and Pull & Bear ‘good’ tier products. Source: Omnilytics

H&M’ ‘good’ price range is capped at $15 as products that are priced higher have more

fashionability qualities. Meanwhile, Pull & Bear’s ‘good’ price bracket exceeds H&M at $20.

For both retailers, products under the first tier consist of t-shirts, cami tops and other core

items. Pull & Bear’s ‘good’ tops are made up of solid colours while H&M offers some print

variation.
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Better

H&M and Pull & Bear ‘better’ tier products. Source: Omnilytics

Moving up to the ‘better’ tier, more fashion elements are immediately noticeable on the

products offered. Blouses, shirts and bodysuits are some of the styles listed by the retailers

in this tier. While cami tops and t-shirts are still offered at this price range, they generally

contain better quality fabrics, unique prints and additional elements like puff sleeves and

neckties. H&M’s entry point for its ‘better’ products is lower at $20. Pull & Bear is steeper at

$25, but both retailers go up to $40.
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Best

H&M and Pull & Bear ‘best’ tier. Source: Omnilytics

At the highest tier in the pricing ladder, the products offered are designed with the most

advanced fashionability attributes in mind. Elaborate designs, bold prints and high-quality

fabrics are the prerequisites for this tier in order to align with consumers’ value expectations

as the products are priced at $40 and above.

A flaw in H&M’s ‘best’ assortment is the addition of simple tops that do not fulfil the high

fashionability criteria, which may affect full-price sales as the products do not match the

perceived value allocated. In comparison, Pull & Bear ensures that its ‘best’ assortment

meets value expectations even if the designs are simple. For example, the tops offered

contain expensive materials like wool and sequin.

#2 Validate the Sell-Out Performance

Understanding the competition’s ‘good-better-best’ strategy is one thing, but validating their

performance is the key to unearthing optimisation opportunities and fine-tune your own
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tactics. Visibility into the sell-out rates of different price brackets allows retailers to easily spot

poor pricing.

H&M and Pull & Bear price breakdown with sell-out rate. Source: Omnilytics

Across the board, Pull & Bear enjoys better sell-out rates than H&M despite the former’s

higher median price. Pull & Bear accomplished this with a clear distinction between its good,

better and best tiers. The products in each of the tiers fulfil the expected fashionability

attributes and meet consumers’ perceived value.

Meanwhile, the lines between the three tiers practice are slightly blurred for H&M. The

retailer had simple tops that lacked fashion elements in its ‘best’ pricing tier, which clashes

with consumers’ perceived value for a high price point.

Additionally, Pull & Bear’s strong sell-out performance for its higher price points indicate a

white space opportunity for the retailer and its competitors. The products in the ‘best’ tier are

meeting consumer expectations but the product contribution is small. Pull & Bear or other

retailers can capitalise on this as long as the product attributes are consistent with consumer

demand.
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Optimise with Complete Visibility

The ‘good-better-best’ approach allows retailers to establish competitive pricing if they have

visibility on the competition’s assortment and sell-out performance to determine consumers’

perceived value.

With Omnilytics, retailers can better grasp consumer demand and optimise prices to

maximise profitability as well as strengthen brand equity.
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Chapter 3:
The Spring/Summer Fashion Trends Taking 2021 by Storm

This year’s Spring/Summer fashion trends encapsulate current consumer sentiment in the

new normal. With the lifestyle changes forced upon us by the Covid-19 pandemic, the trends

that are making waves in the market now are far from those that did in past years. In

uncharted territory, historical sales data is moot and the need for more accurate demand

validation is more urgent than ever.

Ahead of Spring, we’ve scoured trend sources like the runways and social media then

layered them with data analytics so you know exactly which trends to track this season.

Chic Comfort

As lockdowns were imposed and lifted numerous times in 2020, there has been a shift

towards comfort and casualisation across the globe with extended periods spent working

from home. During the Spring/Summer 2021 fashion month, this shift reflected on the

runways where loungewear, oversized fits and relaxed silhouettes dominated. With

consumers acclimated to remote working, we can expect it to affect their shopping habits in

the long-term.

In other words, trends that fit the new comfort shift while still being appropriate for work will

have better longevity in the near future.
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The Jacket & Bralette Combo

The jacket over bralette style seen at Alberta Ferretti’s Spring/Summer fashion show. Image

credit: Vogue

The bralette was a hero piece of Spring/Summer fashion weeks, cropping up at numerous

shows including Alberta Ferretti, Emilia Wickstead, Hermès, Molly Goddard and Christian

Siriano. Oversized jackets were often paired with bralettes, sparking a new trend that

transitions seamlessly from loungewear to Zoom meetings.
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Trade movement for products tagged ‘bralette’ from key retailers in the US & UK as tracked

on the Omnilytics dashboard.

The mass market has not yet caught on to this trend. However, a high sell-out rate for

bralettes among key retailers indicates that the demand is there. Retailers can take this

opportunity to drive sales through visual merchandising and product styling. Highlighting the

bralette and jacket combination in product shoots can help speed up adoption and increase

consumers’ basket size while shopping as they would want to buy the complementary items

together.
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Wide-Leg Pants

Wide-leg pants from Nina Ricci’s Spring/Summer 2021 collection. Image credit: Vogue

A classic silhouette, the wide-leg style has been catching up to skinny pants in popularity.

The desire for comfort and practicality dictates consumer preferences. Now, most tend to

reach for more relaxed fits to accommodate long periods at home.
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Designers caught on too, the style was featured extensively at the Spring/Summer fashion

weeks. As lockdowns lifted, comfort-seeking tendencies stayed and wide-leg pants took over

as the subcategory of choice. The wide-leg style is performing well even in the jeans

category, where the skinny cut has long reigned.

Trade movement for pants & leggings from key retailers in the US & UK as tracked on the

Omnilytics dashboard.

The chart above depicts the trade performance of key US & UK retailers for the pants &

leggings category. Wide-leg pants not only charted the highest sell-out rate but is currently

the most-stocked pants category.
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Tracksuits

SKIMS velour tracksuits collection. Image credit: Vogue

A combination of factors was responsible for the resurgence of tracksuits. Back in the early

2000s, matching velour tracksuits was a wardrobe staple. Celebrities donned the

head-to-toe tonal ensemble everywhere and it quickly trickled down to the mass market.

As consumers have exhausted trends borrowed from the 80s and 90s, Y2K styles are the

latest to make a comeback. It came at the perfect time as the trend corresponds with

loungewear, which is still one of the best-selling categories in fashion. Kim Kardashian West

released a velour tracksuit collection for her SKIMS line in collaboration with Paris Hilton.
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The launch was a nod to the early 2000s and the tracksuit trend, which they helped

popularise at the time.

Trade movement for categories related to tracksuits from key retailers in the US & UK as

tracked on the Omnilytics dashboard.

Analysing the trade movement of key retailers in the US and UK, categories tagged with the

keyword ‘sweatshirt’ have accumulated strong sell-out. Sales shot up in May at the height of

Covid-19 then dipped before peaking in January 2021. This is likely due to an uptick in new

year’s resolutions, making January a prime time for athleisure sales.

Escapist Fashion

People went out of their way to detach from the bleak reality this past year. Some turned to

nature, regularly going for hikes and other outdoor activities to unload pent-up adventure

tendencies from months of travel bans. Others indulged in escapism from the comforts of

their home, binge-watching the latest Netflix shows and participating in online conversations

that trail them.
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More often than not, these activities influence consumers’ purchasing decisions, which

reflects in their choice of attire.

Floaty Maxi Dresses

Netflix’s Bridgerton reinvigorated the maxi dress trend. Image credit: Marie Claire

The Cottagecore craze of 2020 gave rise to floaty maxi dresses, seen in abundance on the

runways and consumers. Several months on, its popularity has yet to die down. In fact, maxi

dresses are in demand again thanks to the mania surrounding Netflix’s Bridgerton.

The elaborate costume design of the period drama was as much a focal point as the

addictive plot. Audience interest rose and soon they were emulating the Regency era

fashion depicted in the show. This was one of the key drivers of the maxi dress trend, one of

the best-selling dress styles last year.
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Trade analysis for dresses tagged ‘maxi’ from key retailers in the US & UK as tracked on the

Omnilytics dashboard.

Dresses tagged under ‘maxi’ boasted a 73% sell-out rate throughout 2020, proving that the

trend is here to stay. Identifying in-demand subcategories for the maxi silhouette aids design

and assortment planning to accurately meet consumer expectations. Maxi tunic dresses

registered the highest sell-out rate despite its low product contribution, which indicates a

supply shortage. The subcategory’s low discount also makes it a strong contender for

full-price sales.
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Utility Resurge

Shirt jackets from Boohoo and Nasty Gal with the most size restocks as tracked on the

Omnilytics dashboard.

While it is not as prominent in womenswear as it is in men’s’, the utility trend has been

gaining traction again since slowly fading two years back. The practicality of utility pieces fits

with current consumer lifestyles and excursions into nature, which has grown twofold since

the pandemic started.
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Trend performance for shirt jackets in the US & UK as tracked on the Omnilytics dashboard.

The strong trade performance of utility categories like shirt jackets, otherwise known as

‘shackets’ could be due to an increase in outdoor activities and the Adventurecore

movement. The utility mainstay has consistently outperformed other categories, showing

stability over six months.

Close-Up-Ready Accessories
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Hair accessories at the Spring/Summer 2021 fashion shows. Image credit: Vogue

As lockdowns give rise to remote working and virtual learning, trends are now dictated by the

parts of us that are instantly visible during Zoom meetings. While consumers are prioritising

comfort from the shoulders down, the perimeters of the face provide an opportunity to dress

up casual ensembles with statement accessories.

Trend performance for accessories in the US & UK as tracked on the Omnilytics dashboard.

Hats, hair accessories and twillies have been trending up in the US & UK markets along with

face masks. As masks became a daily essential, their roles extended beyond safeguarding

the wearer to creating a fashion statement. Now offered in various colours, patterns and

materials, consumers can easily tie face masks to their outfits and complete their

ensembles. Brands and retailers in turn can incorporate unique designs to capture the

market.

Visibility into Market is Key

As the season progresses, visibility into market changes is crucial to help retailers adjust

their strategies accordingly. With the Covid-19 vaccine on the horizon, consumer priorities

and preferences are bound to shift. When it happens, retailers with access to market insights

will be best-placed to act quickly and reap opportunities ahead of their competitors.
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Use Case: Solving Key Problems with Data
Building An E�ective Pricing Strategy

When it comes to setting the pricing strategy, merchandisers often opt for a fixed markup.

The selling price is commonly set with a predetermined multiplier value based on the cost of

goods – a simple and straightforward calculation as most merchandisers don’t have access

to in-depth insights or other variables to inform pricing. More important is aiming for the

desired profit margin.

But as more competition enters the space, fixed markups lose competitiveness. This means

a product is either underpriced or overpriced, as the pricing does not accurately reflect

market demands.

In other words, unoptimised pricing hurts profit margins.

Today, brand values are becoming increasingly important. It’s more critical than ever to

deliver pricing that is driven by customers’ perceived value.

To establish an effective pricing strategy, merchandisers can adopt the ‘good-better-best’

pricing approach. With this method, pricing is based on the perceived or estimated value of

an item. By balancing the margins of the items according to perceived values, you can

ensure profitability is evenly distributed across.

This strategy is mapped against the three different tiers of fashionability:

● Core

● Fashion

● High fashion

Core items, like a t-shirt or plain cami tops, have prices that are reflective of their perceived

value. The higher the fashionability attribute of an item, the higher the perceived price value

it has.

To implement the ‘good-better-best’ pricing structure, here’s how.
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Step 1: Establishing your own good-better-best tiers mapped against fashionability
Having your own good-better-best pricing overview helps to compare against the relevant

competitors’ to validate consumer perceived value and to maintain competitiveness.

With this, your pricing strategy will not only be reflective of current demands, but also

optimised to generate higher margins.

To create a good-better-best tier, first, identify the median price and the price spread.

Step 2: Get an overview of your competitors’ pricing strategy
Next, do the same for your competitors. This helps you in understanding their brand

positioning – and how theirs compare to yours.

Zara and H&M’s full price assortment
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Here, you can see Zara and H&M’s full price assortment from January to May of 2020.

Zara’s assortment was priced at US $42.35 – $15 higher than H&M’s. With the filter of ‘Full

Price’ only, it provides a more comprehensive view of your competitors’ pricing strategy.

Step 3: Review competitor’s price breakdown by category
Next, dive into a category first, and understand the price distribution for that selected

category, before analysing sell-out by price range. In doing so you have a better grasp of the

fashionability within each bracket, as well as what consumers are willing to pay for at full

price.

For this example, we’ve selected the category Tops. The median price for Zara was US

$21.65, and $16.16 for H&M.

The majority of Zara’s tops were priced between US $10 to $40, while at H&M, this ranged

from under US $10 (starting at $2.99) and up to $30. By establishing its fashionability, you

can easily dive into the assortment within each of the brackets.

Next, dive into a category first, and understand the price distribution for that selected

category, before analysing sell-out by price range. In doing so you have a better grasp of the

fashionability within each bracket, as well as what consumers are willing to pay for at full

price.
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For this example, we’ve selected the category Tops. The median price for Zara was US

$21.65, and $16.16 for H&M.

The majority of Zara’s tops were priced between US $10 to $40, while at H&M, this ranged

from under US $10 (starting at $2.99) and up to $30. By establishing its fashionability, you

can easily dive into the assortment within each of the brackets.
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The ‘good-better-best’ pricing strategy

Good

● Zara ( ≤ US $ 20)

● H&M ( ≤ US $ 10)

The ‘good’ price range for both brands consists of solid-coloured basic products, such as

t-shirts, camisoles, tank tops and bodysuits. At Zara, similar basic products were priced up to

US $19.90, unlike H&M with a maximum price at $9.99.

Better

● Zara (US $ 20 – US $40)

● H&M (US $10 – US $40)
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T-shirts were still present under the ‘better’ price range but with more prints and patterns. A

higher number of fashion elements can be seen, such as puff sleeves, embroidery details

and better fabrications such as satin or crepe. This falls under fashion items, with H&M

offering at a lower entry price compared to Zara.

Best

● Zara (US $ 40 – US $ 50)

● H&M (US $ 40 – US $ 50)
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Coming to the ‘best’ price range with the highest fashionability attributes, both Zara and

H&M have a similar pricing strategy, with louder and bolder fashion elements.

Values Over Margins
With the ‘good-better-best’ approach, you have a clear idea of how customers perceive a

product’s value, at the click of a button.

For Zara and H&M, though the price spread did overlap, it was clear that Zara’s ‘better’

assortment was US $10 higher than H&M, while H&M’s ‘better’ pricing assortment was much

wider compared to Zara’s. This means H&M’s strategy was to offer a wider range of

fashionable products at an ‘affordable’ price to cater to more customers.

Understanding how competitors build their ‘good-better-best’ pricing strategy and

consequently their sell-out performances allows you to build an effective pricing strategy

according to market demands.
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Now that you’ve learned how to utilise data to structure an effective pricing strategy, access

your 7-day trial for only $7 to put your knowledge to practise.

If at any point in your trial you wish to speak to a retail expert, you may drop us an email at

info@omnilytics.co or drop your message in the chatbot available in the dashboard.
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Industry Report:
Demand-Driven Merchandising Strategies

This report studies how combining brand's internal data and market e-commerce

data can accelerate growth for your brand amidst retail shifts.

View the report
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